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Chapter where it was hailed as marking the definite emergence
In' of a Kingdom of Ireland as a distinct international
unit, though no information on the question was given
to the British Parliament, which remained long wholly
unaware of the vital character of the change to which
the Government had assented. What has been done by
the Irish Free State can of course be done by every
Dominion, and it is hardly possible to deny that the
power to make treaties entirely uncontrolled by the
British Government in any direct manner accords to
the Dominions the right to claim international status
as distinct states. Even when the Great Seal of the
Realm is still used, the use is obviously now subject
definitely to Dominion control, and it would be un-
reasonable to regard its employment as any proof of
inferiority of status.
A similar conclusion can be drawn from the develop-
ment of the system of Dominion representation in
foreign countries. In the original proposal accepted for
Canada in 1920 stress was laid on the unity of the
British Empire, and it was contemplated that the
Canadian Minister at Washington would act as head
of the British Embassy during the absence of the
Ambassador. When this proposal was made actual in
the case of the Irish Free State in 1924, the latter sug-
gestion was dropped; it would have been strongly ob-
jected to by the other Dominions, nor would it have
been acceptable to the Free State, which had no desire
to "be identified with the British Government. It was
then made clear that the Irish Minister would take
charge of all afiairs relating only to the Irish Free State,
but matters which were of imperial concern or affected
other Dominions in common with the Irish Free State

